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We can design a system in days

Assembling catalog parts on a printed-circuit board



Chiplets – Catalog Parts with Efficient Interfaces

Interposer

Monolithic SoC Chiplet Design



Chiplet Issues
• Standard interfaces 

– instruction, memory client, pipeline unit
– Various bandwidths
– ABI/AXI is not adequate

• Bootstrapping an ecosystem
– Need a catalog of standard parts
– CPUs, GPUs, memory, memory controllers, NoCs, MODEMs, CODECs, …

• Economics
– Additional cost of interposer/assembly
– Organic substrates possible

also the logic associated with those pads.  For example, a memory 
controller would be included in the chiplet containing SDDR I/O 
pads, and a PCIe root complex would be contained in the chiplet 
containing PCIe PHYs.  While I/O chiplets will typically be 
placed along the periphery of the chip, area I/O is also possible. 
The implications of I/O chiplets are described in more detail in 
Section 5 below. 

As shown in Figure 1, we expect the tallest rows of chiplets to be 
placed toward the center of the chip so that the larger wiring 
channels associated with these chiplets are available in the center 
of the die, where the highest wiring density is expected.  At the 
point where row heights change, a NoC chiplet is inserted (solid 
black in Figure 1) to route packets between the different channels. 

3. STANDARD INTERFACES 
One of the motivations of advocating for standard interfaces in 
our modularized design proposal is to ensure that relatively 
straightforward automation can fully construct that top-level 
design ensuring functional correctness, while avoiding timing and 
routing surprises. 

3.1 The Rat’s Nest 
Perhaps the hardest step of converting an existing design to the 
modular approach we advocate is eliminating the rat’s nest of 
connections between modules on a modern SoC and replacing this 
wiring with disciplined communication over standard interfaces. 
Without the discipline of modularity, it is not unusual to have 
thousands of connections between modules.  A designer working 
on one module needing to know the status of an internal 
component of another module is tempted to just reach inside that 
module and grab the relevant signal.  To the designer, this option 
appears inexpensive as it only requires typing a signal name in 
Verilog or adding a wire to a module specification. In practice, it 
is quite costly to both the logical and physical design of the chip. 

Violating strict modularity increases the logical design complexity 
in several ways. Accessing internal signals of modules violates the 
principle of information hiding and in doing so makes module 
designs fragile and brittle. Changing or verifying a design 
becomes challenging. Substituting a new module for an old 
module may be very difficult when several other modules on a 
SoC depend on internal signals and potentially subtle or non-
obvious behavioral properties. Except in rare circumstances, 
accessing internal signals of a module is simply bad design. 

Violating strict modularity also incurs physical design costs, 
including area and design time. Random wiring between modules 
is costly in terms of area because it has a low duty factor.  A 
separate wiring track (or tracks for multi bit signals) is allocated 
for each signal accessed in this manner, even though the typical 
signal is relevant (both changing and observed) a tiny fraction of 
the time.  Except for signals with very high duty factor, a far more 
area-efficient approach multiplexes many signals over a shared 
communication structure, such as a NoC, rather than allocating 
dedicated wiring to each signal. Random wiring also makes full-
chip timing closure more difficult and time consuming, as internal 
module signals may have little local timing margin and translate 
into top-level timing violations.  

3.2 A Modular Interface 
Instead of unstructured module interfaces and access to internal 
module signals, we propose that modules communicate with other 
modules by sending packets over a NoC. To illustrate how this 
would work, we will propose one such packet-based NoC design. 

In this design, a packet consists of one or more 32-bit flits.  The 
destination of the packet is encoded in the first flit.  The 
remainder of the packet is user-defined. Figure 2 shows the 
standard module interface.  The interface consists of separate 
outbound (CO, RO, DO), inbound (CI, RI, DI), test, and clock 
signal groups.  The inbound and outbound signal groups are 
further divided into data (DO and DI), control (CO and CI), and 
flow control (RO and RI).  To allow the bandwidth to be 
configured for modules with different needs, the data fields (DO 
and DI) can be configured to be 32, 64, 128, or 256 bits wide, 
enabling modules to send 1, 2, 4, or 8 flits each cycle.  The least 
significant 16 bits of the first flit of a message encodes the 
message destination.  The remainder of the bits is defined by the 
two endpoints and is not interpreted by the network. The control 
(CO and CI) signal groups encode how many flits are valid, 
whether the last valid flit terminates the packet, and on which 
virtual channel the packet is sent [7].  The flow control lines (RO 
and RI) flow in the direction opposite to the corresponding data 
and control lines to signal when the data and control are accepted 
by the interface.  

To send a packet, a module places the first flit(s) on the DO lines 
and sets the CO lines appropriately. The data and control are held 
until the RO line is sensed high at the end of a cycle, indicating 
that the data has been accepted.  A packet that is longer than the 
width of the DO lines is sent over multiple cycles.  Flits from 
different virtual channels can be interleaved on a cycle-by-cycle 
basis by setting the CO lines appropriately.  Modules receive 
arriving packets using an identical interface but in the opposite 
direction. 

The test interface is comparable to JTAG and allows a tester to 
connect to and independently test each module via the NoC. The 
NoC must also include a capability to test the NoC itself and the 
module to NoC interfaces. 

The clock field provides a standard reference clock to the module; 
we expect that a 1GHz reference will be suitable for most SoCs.  
The NoC operates globally at this 1GHz clock rate and the 
module to NoC interface is synchronous with this clock.  Each 
module may operate using an arbitrary clock and arbitrary timing 
convention but is responsible for generating its local clock (or 
clocks). It is also responsible for synchronizing its local signals 
with the NoC interface, for example by using a FIFO 
synchronizer.  A standard synchronizer would be available for 
inclusion in each module. This approach to timing allows 

 

Figure 2: Standard module interface. DAC 2013


